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(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M.J.A., NOV. 12, 1976)

1. Introduction. It is well known that the linear ordinary
differential equation of the second order

( 1 ) du q(x)x + q(x)u
dx

is transformed by a change of variable
u=a(x)v

into an equation of canonical orm
( 2 ) #v =p(x)v

dx
and that the coefficient p(x) is equal to the Schwarzian derivative of the
quotient of two linearly independent solutions of (1). Note that the
equation of canonical form (2) is characterized by the condition that the
Wronskian of two solutions is reduced to a constant.

In this paper, we shall extend these .facts to two kinds of com-
pletely integrable systems of partial differential equations"

(E) u , 3u
,,. q(x) bx,, + q(x)u (1<], k_n)

3x3x
and

3u a(x) _U + b(x)u (l_<]_<n)
(E.) xi x

3u --c(x)2U +d(x)u (1<], k<n)
X,X OX

where all coefficients are supposed to be holomorphic in a domain of C
and ao(X) 1, bo(X) O.

2. Canonical form o system (E). Given n+ 1 functions u0, u,
.., u holomorphic in x, ..., x, we call

U Un

Uo
det .x

the Wronskian of u0, u,..., u and denote by W(u0, u,..., u).
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In the same way as for the ordinary differential equation (1), we
have

Proposition 1. For n+ 1 solutions Uo, u, ..., u of system (E), we
have

We say that system (E) is of canonical form if the Wronskian of
n+ 1 solutions of system (E) is reduced to a constant. The following
proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. System (E) is of canonical form if and only if
E q}(x) 0 (1 ] n).

We obtain from Proposition 2 the following
Proposition 3. System (E) is transformed by a change of variable

u=a(x)v
into a system of canonical form
(Eo) v p(x) v +p%(x)v,axax
where a(x) satisfies

1

and p(x) and p(x) are given by

n+1 n+
po 1 a 1 1q.q--

(+ 1)+1 Om +1

In his thesis o master degree, . Oda gave a definition o
8ehwarzin derivatives or a locally biholomorphie map f o a domMn
o C into C as ollow"

S%(f)

+ O’f Ox .}
S}(f)=lOf/Oxl1/(+" laf/axl-/(+,OxOx

O

Proposition 4, Let Uo, U,...,u, be a fundamental system of
solutions of system (E) and put f=(u/Uo, ..., u,/Uo). Then the
coeNcients p(x) and p}(x) of the canonical system (E) associated
with (E) coincide with S%(f) and S}(f) respectively.

One should remark that the integrability condition yields relation
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among p, p0 and their derivatives and in particular that, if n>2 p0
are expressible in terms of p and their derivatives.

3. Canonical forms of system (E0). Given two functions u0, u
holomorphic in x, ..., x, we call

det OUo
Xo

the/0-Wronskian o u0 and u and denote by Wo(U0, u). We say that
system (Eo) is of/0-canonical form if the/0-Wronskian of two solutions
of system (Eo) is reduced to a constant. Corresponding to Propositions
1, 2 and 3, we have the ollowing three propositions.

Proposition 5. /f ao(X)O, then for two solutions uo and ul of
system (Eo), we have

dWzo(Uo, ul)--, g(x)dxWzo(Uo, u),

where

2g(x)-- Oa(x) +b(x)+Co(X).
ao(X) x

Proposition 6. System (Eo) is of lo-canonical form if and only if
ao(X)O and

g(x)=0 (l_]_n).

If ao(X)O, system (Eo) is transformed by aProposition 7.
change of variable

u--g(x)v
into a system of lo-canonical form

av a(x),v + (x)v
(Eo.) x Xo

v (x) v= ax +d(x)vxx
where g(x) satisfies

1dg(x) g(x)dx g(x)

and the coefficients of (Eo) are given by

5=a, =b--g+ag,
c--ag--ag,

d bg-- bg+cg--3x-g gg.

Using the ollowing differential expressions for f holomorphic in
Xl Xn

3fD(f)--LOX
p(f) a2f af

xx x
aV af
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SI],(f)= Of {Pj(f) +Pj(f)}

_{30’f O’f 2 f Of} Of
xx xx xxx x 8xt

we have the ollowing proposition analogous to Proposition 4.
Proposition 8. Let uo and u be a fundamental system of solu-

tions of system (E) and put f=u/uo. Then the lo-canonical system
(Eg) associated with (E,) is written as

v n(f 0._ P,(f) v,
( 3 ) x Do(f) x 2 Do(f)Do(f)

Ov 1 Po(f)+Po(f) v .oo( r)

3xx 2 Do(f)Do(f) x
1
4 D,o(f)D,o(f)

We say Chat differential expression R(f) is a relative invarian of
degree r if

R( af+b 1
cf+ d (cf+ d)

foreverY(ca bd) e SL(2, C). Arelativeinvariantofdegree0iscalled

a Schwarzian derivative.
Proposition 9. The differential expression D(f), P(f) and
+S(f) are relative invariants of degree 1, 2 and 3 respectively

and the coecients of the system (3) are Schwarzian derivatives.
Proposition 10. Let (, ..., ) be another system of coordi-

nates and let D(f), Pr(f), Sr(f) be the corresponding operation for
f()=f(x) in terms of . Then we have the following formulas.

D(f)=D.(f)J,
=P,(f)JJJ+ D (" )p(f) D.(f) r(f)fi,

S,(f) +S(f) (Sar(f) +Sar(f))J,JJJfJ
+D,(f)P.(f)(Q,, +

where
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